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Research abstract

In this research was performed intelligent
software works for you expert system to diagnose
system diseases Digestive .There of four main parts
of an internal knowledge base and include diseases
and Symptoms .Machine conclusion diagnosis
Disease .And laws interface includes a conversation
between the user and the calculator for determining
the symptoms of the disease. In addition to any
external knowledge base outside the program are
configured during the diagnosis, according to his
ansvvers and his conversation with Computer .And
Thus, the program depends on the diagnosis of one
of matching the patient's symptoms with symptoms
of the disease and assigned a 70% .We Act write
the program in a language prolog to give it flexibility
in the logical conclusion as the language of artificial
intelligence language..
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CHAPTER ONE

1. lntroduction

One of the most powerful branches of artificial

intelligence, which is a stronger role branches of

Computer Science.

Are programs that mimic the performance of the human

expert in a particular field of expertise, and through the

collection and use of information and experience one or

more experts in a particular field.

In short, these systems created in order to draw

experiences experts in rare specialties - and annexed in

expert solves the human place and help in the transfer

of these experiences to other people system in addition

to its ability to solve problems faster than a human

expert ma n ner,

1.1 eXpert systems components

l.subsystem for knowledge

The subsystem for compiling knowledge

Experience relating to resolve the issue and transfer of
knowledge and turn it into a source of knowledge base



Existing computer and includes Expropriated

knowledge experts and studies, databases and reports

Own images and research, and is considered to have

expert knowledge of a difficult task and requires

Help of engineer with knowledge of the expert

knowledge base building,

2. Knowledge Ease

Knowledge necessary to understand and define the

knowledge base, problem solving include, and smellthe
two main components.

Facts and theories about the problem, and procedures

or rules governing the use of control.

Those facts in solving specific problems.

is entered in the knowledge base.

ln a computer program through a

knowledge representation,

The information

process called

2



3. infe rence machine

The inference is considered as a reason for the
machine expert systems, which are

ls a program that provides a methodology to reflect on

the information in the knowledge base and in the
workplace and prepare Recommendations. And bearings

Knowledge about how to use the system by setting the

agenda, which regulates and monitors the stages

A, taken to solve problems when you request

consultation system lt includes machine

Heuristics are three main components

a translator and implement the elements of the selected

works through the application of knowledge base rules.

B, The scheduler saves in control of the agenda and the

assessment of the impact of the application of the rules

of inference in light of the priorities or other criteria in

the agenda

C, Consistency port works to maintain a consistent

representation of the proposed solution.



4. workplace

The painting or workplace area in memory allocated to
describe the current problem, as determined by the
input data are also used in the registration ofjudgments
and decisions and intermediate results.

5. Environmental Su rface

Enabling expert systems to facilitate communication

with the system user and these contacts are natural

language may be available through the menus and

graphics.

6. Subsystem for cla

This sub system expert system provides the ability to
clarify the causes on which the issue is resolved through

the program showsthe userand explainsthe reasons

Access to this solution, and the system can be explained

by experl behavior of the system by answerinB

questions such as:

rification



-How it was

problem ?

-What are the

alternative?

reached to a certain description of the

reasons for rejection of certain

of the knowledge system

Experts of individLrals have the ability to self-evaluate

their performance and learn from their experiences and

modify their knowledge and use them in the future

consulting. Expert systems also need for such capacity

and that by providing them with The possibility of

renovation facts in addition to, or modification in or

cancellation of them not only that but also need to have

expert possibility of evaluating the reasons for failure or

success of the proposed solutions and in which they can

improve the knowledge base, but the latter property is

stillthe place experiences in many centers and institutes

systems research.

Revision

5



1.2 adva of sysrems

whether a regular1, lt is easy to use for any user,

user or oeveloper.

2. They are useful in the field of application clearly.,

3. able to learn from the experts directly and indirectly..

4. able to teach non-specialists..

5. able to interpret any solutions reached by with
surrounding accessible way.

6. able to respond to simple questions, as well as in

complex application limits.

7. a usefultool in providing high levels of expertise

the event of unavailabilitv of an expert.

8.able to develop the performance of specialists with
avhoriph.p qf:fi<fi.<

experrntages

tn

6



1.3 the reasons for the no proliferation

expert systems.

1.lt is high cost compared to conventional applications.

2.limited application in the administrative systems and

integrated information retrieval system,

However, these problems, however there are strong

reasons why some companies overcome these

A. retain the expertise and knowledge from extinction

extinction, especially in the use of the many rare

important disciplines.

B. solve the problems, which saves time and money and

effort,

C. Increase the experts in the field of expert system

application.

or
or

7



1.4 One of the main areas of exoertise

system applications is the classification

Where the system is required to determine the
category to which he belon8s Ranked desired object,

and expert systems entered in several other areas such

as medicine, agriculture and exploration, electronics,

computers, geology, engineering, education, law, law,

trade and economy, and many others,

L.5 To produce an expert system must

provide two important elements.

l.programmer who analyze the problem and write the

program in the field of artificial intelligence.

2.domain expert, a specialist in a particular area and the

person does not have to be aware of what is important

is the extent of Al experience and familiarity with insider

in his field.

8



L.6 Expert System stages

l.Definition of the application: where is and determine

what we want from the system and area of expertise.

2. System design.

3.system Programming

4.System test and documented

Each ofthese steps the persons in charge to do it

L.7 Examples of expert systems

Eliza system psychotherapy: lt is a system being a

dialogue with the user and respond to inquiries as a

psychiatrist expert.



1.8 What is Artificial intelligence

Artificial intelligence is the behavior of certain
characteristics called by the software makes jt
samulates human mental abilities and Dalterns of
work. The most important of these properties the
ability to learn and the conclusion and the reaction
to the situation was not programmed in the
machine. However. this term is a dialect cal view of
the lack of a specific definition of intelligence.

ASIMO sensors and intelligent algorithms used to
avoid obstacles and moving stairs.
Artificial intelligence branch of computer science.
Know a lot of the compositions ot artificial
intelligence as "the study and design of intelligent
customers", and the customer is the smart system
to accommodate its environment and take
positions that increase the chance of success

L0



CHAPTER TWO

2. Research goals

1, Assisl in the acceleration of the work ot hosDitals in the

side of the diagnosis of disease that affects the digestive
sysrcm

2.tusil idea for the user that the language is the
language of artificial intelligence possible Employ it. And

It is flexible .And The Try From remove some perception

adaptation of the language

3.tbsat the diagnostic process so that it becomes a form

offinding a fixed program and easy to use

4. The main goal of the program is still to be a

substitute for the human side of medicine

1,L



CHAPTER THERR

3. Research problem

The problem lies in the slow search found when

doctors diagnose diseases that afflict Appliance

Digestive . device the slow time when Diagnosis .Ditto

trv to minimize as much as oossible from the time when

Diagnosis . Ditto extremely difficult when direct

diagnosis and try to find a substitute for this work so

easy to learn and work with. duty mention here that the
title search is a problem looking for a solution to .

disease is a oroblem

72



3.1 Digestive system diseases and

sym ptoms.

r. Ulceration of the large intestine

Symptoms.

diarrhea frequently corresponds with hemonhage.,

and snotty with abdominalpain and fever.

z. colon duodenal Adenitis.

Symptoms

Diarrhea pain in the upper part of the abdomen,

s . Ulcer

Symptoms

A. The patientfeeling a little pain in the stomach or hot.

B. weight loss.

C. loss of appetite.

D. Puff.

E. Vomiting.

-15



4. Cholera

Symptoms

A. Dryness of mucous membranes.

B. Low blood pressure.

C. Mlscle spasm.

D. Thirst.

E. Vomiting.

s . Food Poisoning

Symptoms

A, Feeling unwell,

B. vomiting.

C. Diarrhea.

D. Colic.

E. Lack or loss ofappetite.

f. Fever

t4



CHAPTER FOUR

4. Research Methodology

When initiating the work of the practical part of the
program to set up -We Acted Machine Inference And

Base Discernjng. inference and are considered two main

parts of a program written by the language of
intelligence Artificial .hat we have diseases and their

symptoms into the machine, which is inferred

systematic thinking or body building program or

Program . And We establish a knowledge base to serve

as a key for machine reasoning to solve problems

Inventory .whereat can find out the disease soon as you

type any of the symptoms .

The idea behind the program to set up an expert system

using the language of intelligence Artificial .We Acted

have diseases and symptoms in the machine so as to be

inferred when implementing the answer either YES OR

NO. When you type any of the symptoms, the program

will pass through the digestive system diseases

Involuntarily -And over the disease did not find these

symptoms are the answer NO and if we find the

15



symptoms are the answer. if YES was in similar

symptoms in more than one disease, the answer is YES

upon execution The Program lt ls

symptom2{ts)

symptoml(S.S)

symptom(s)

dlseas€(s)

dlagnos€.

8o

SOal

to.

symptoml([Y):-syirptom2o(Y), L

I din
symptom{X)rsymptonl(X,Y),Y=Y.

dis€ase("ulcer.tion of th€ lars€ int€stine'l:-
symptom("dlaff hea f.equ€ntly corresponds"),

sy|nptom("hemorrhaSe and snotty'L
symptom('abdominal paln and feEr').

diiease('nomach and

symptom(!'shaa pain
colon duodenal ulces"):-

In the upperpan ofthe abdomen'|,

1{glrlrrqar€

dir€ase("peptlc ulcer")r



syr plom(' the pal,en I leehng a I'ttle pain in the sromach o hor'),

symPtom{"wei8ht loss"},

symptom{"loss of appetite"),

sYmptom("vomitinsr!).

disease('cholera")r symptom("dryness of mucous membranes"),

symptoml"low blood pressure"),

symptom{imuscle spasm"),

symptom{"thirst"},
symptom{"vomiting!').

d isease("food poisonins" ):'sym ptom("f€elins ! nwe ll"),

symptom("vomiting"),

symptom("diarhea"),

symptom("lack or loss of appetite"),

diagnoser:dkease(X),wite("You arc suffer f rom ",X).

d'agnoses:-writ€( 'I can noi reco8nize ihh diease I.

so!rct tall{symptom2(f_)),
make wlndow(1,3,13,"Risp€ratory rystem",0,0,25,80)/

77



s!fferfrom weisht los {y,n):n

suffer from loss app€tite(y,n):n

luffer trcm puff(y,n)rn

suffer from vomit n€(y, n):n

not slffer from pept c u cer.

are you suffer from low blood

.re yo! sufferfrom muscle spasm(y,

are you sufferfrorn thirs(y, n) y

are you suffer from cholera.

s!ffer from sharp pain the !pper part of lhe abdomen

sufferfrom nomach and co on duodenalulcer.



CHAPTER FIVE

5, Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusions

1.We concloded that the language of artificial

intelligence is dry and tough language customary lt
between people but it is ofgreat interest.

2. as it depends on Exercising.

3.Eeducing perception that computer programming.

intervene in anyfield as an important catalyst.

5.2 Recommendations

1.1 see that do not neglect the language of artificial

intelligence in terms of the establishment of educational

sessions, as well as lessons Extra.

2. see the necessity to call computer programmers by

hospitals and make them as a key factor in the

management Crew.

18
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